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Gaming Sustainability Transitions 

- Transition games as mechanisms 

   for emergent transition narratives

BA - Graphic Design, Aalto university
MDes – Design, Sandberg InstituutMRes – Artistic Research, Sint Lucas Antwerp

- How do transition games reimagine and enact agencies and 

strategies for sustainability transitions?

- What kinds of game mechanics do transition games use to 

operationalise and envision socio-technical transitions and 

“safe and just” lifestyles?
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technical and 
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CLIMATE ACTION NEGOTIATION
https://doi.org/10.1177/10468781198906
43 

CLIMATE ACTION MEGAGAME
http://urn.kb.se/resolve?urn=urn:nbn:se:li
u:diva-173895 

https://doi.org/10.1177/1046878119890643
https://doi.org/10.1177/1046878119890643
http://urn.kb.se/resolve?urn=urn:nbn:se:liu:diva-173895
http://urn.kb.se/resolve?urn=urn:nbn:se:liu:diva-173895


 How these games 
 narrate sustainability 

 transitions? 
 What kinds 

of   narratives are  

 possible? 

 What kinds of  

 meaningful decisions 

 and active roles 
 players can take?    

Transition 

games:

Social 

processes

Models of socio-

technical and 

ecological systems

Narrate

sustainability 

transitions



Summer Schools

Alternative 

educational 

institutions
Critical practices

Embodied knowledge

TROJAN HORSE SUMMER SCHOOL
https://trojanhorse.fi 

https://trojanhorse.fi




(Re)configuring 

Territories 

Research 

programme
(Re)configuroing Territories
https://reconfiguringterritories.net 

https://reconfiguringterritories.net


Design anthropologySituatedness









 Nerdy Design Symposium LARP – Programme 

NERDY DESIGN SYMPOSIUM
https://trojanhorse.fi/symposium 

https://trojanhorse.fi/symposium


 Nerdy Design Symposium LARP – Character Sheets  



FOREIGN AFFECTS
https://fear.trojanhorse.fi/

https://fear.trojanhorse.fi/


BORROWING POSITIONS
https://trojanhorse.fi/borrowing-positions-
role-playing-design-architecture/ 

https://trojanhorse.fi/borrowing-positions-role-playing-design-architecture/
https://trojanhorse.fi/borrowing-positions-role-playing-design-architecture/




Reasons for games and 

playingDifferent game formats

Social learningLive Action Role-play

Tabletop Role-playing games

Digital games

Board games

Policy Exercises / 

Simulations

Boundary Objects

Negotiation

Engagement

Political Imagination

Become aware of unconscious 

prejudice

Second and third questionsAnticipative governance

Interaction

Rigid rules

Rules can be 

negotiatedGame masters 

facilitate

Independent objects

Experimentation

Games and role-playing 

as a research method



How games and role-playing 

relate to design and research?

Different game formats

Live Action Role-play

Tabletop Role-playing games

Digital games

Board games

Policy Exercises / 

Simulations

Rigid rules

Rules can be 

negotiatedGame masters 

facilitate

Independent objects



Games and role-playing 

as a research method

Reasons for games and 

playing

Social learning

Boundary Objects

Negotiation

Engagement

Political Imagination

Become aware of unconscious 

prejudice

ImmersionAnticipative governance

Interaction

Experimentation

INSTITUTE OF CARE
https://www.m-cult.org/productions/institu
te-care 

https://www.m-cult.org/productions/institute-care
https://www.m-cult.org/productions/institute-care


Playing Care Board Game Session    Photo: Martina Seresova / m-cult

 



 

CLIMATE ACTION NEGOTIATION
https://doi.org/10.1177/10468781198906
43 

https://doi.org/10.1177/1046878119890643
https://doi.org/10.1177/1046878119890643


 

OOSTERWORLD (take this very 
critically!)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NSwt
duhoHOU 

PLAY OOSTERWORLD
https://gamesforcities.com/database/play
-oosterwold/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NSwtduhoHOU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NSwtduhoHOU
https://gamesforcities.com/database/play-oosterwold/
https://gamesforcities.com/database/play-oosterwold/


What is role-playing?

How does it work?

Immersion

- First person perspective

(characters)

- Game world / Magic circle

- Playful seriousness 

No right or wrong way to interpret 

the character and the game world!

What ever happens is real in the game!

Safety Mechanisms

- Off game interaction

- Leave the scene

- Metagame 

Debrief

- What happened?

- Why players did what 

they did? (chance to say 

sorry!)

- What does all this mean?

Collective Writing

- Writing as worldbuilding



1. Getting into characters 

Writing and…



2. Role-play: 

Gathering and Introductions 

Who you are?

What is your relation to the situation?



2. Role-play:

Interaction 

Do you have a 

problem to solve,

conflict to settle,

or goal to achieve?

How does it end?



3. Debrief  

What happened?

How did you relate to your character?

Why players did what they did? 

(chance to say sorry!)
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Half Earth Socialism

https://play.half.earth/ 

Tragedy of the Commons Game
 

https://pages.uoregon.edu/rmitchel/commons/1cow/

index.shtml  

The Green New Deal Simulator 

https://molleindustria.itch.io/green-new-deal-simulator 

https://play.half.earth/
https://pages.uoregon.edu/rmitchel/commons/1cow/index.shtml
https://pages.uoregon.edu/rmitchel/commons/1cow/index.shtml
https://molleindustria.itch.io/green-new-deal-simulator

